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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1967, Rockafellar [l] introduced the notion of convex processes (see also [2]).  These are
set-valued maps whose graphs are closed convex cones. For instance, they can be seen as the
set-valued version of a continuous linear operator. Derivatives of some set-valued maps are closed
convex processes, which is a desirable property for a derivative (see [3]).  An important property
of convex processes is that it is possible to transpose closed convex processes and use the benefits
of duality theory. And as it is well known, these facts are very useful in optimization theory (see,
for instance, [4-g]).
The extension of this notion to the fuzzy framework was done by Matloka [9].  Recently, Syan,
Low and Wu [lo]  observed that the Matloka definition is very strict. Therefore, they give another
definition that extends the Matloka definition. In 2000, the authors introduced the concept M-
convex fuzzy mapping [ll]. W e o b serve that one-convex fuzzy mapping is coincident with the
definition of convex process given in [lo] ( see Theorem 3.4, in [lo, p. 1951)  for the case m  = 1.
In 1978, Breckner introduced s-convex functions as a generalization of convex functions [la],
and in 1993 studied the set-valued version [13].  We observe that convex processes are one partic-
ular case of s-convex set-valued maps. Also, in that one work Breckner proved the important fact
that the set-valued map is s-convex only if the associated support function is s-convex function.
Other related works are [14-161.
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In this work, we introduce the fuzzy version of the Breckner definition, and we will call this
generalization an s-convex fuzzy process. Moreover, we will prove the equivalence with the
s-convexity of the fuzzy support function and we study some properties.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notations, definitions, and
preliminary results used throughout the paper. In Section 3, we establish the main results and
finally, in Section 4, we show some algebraic properties and the connection with the fuzzy integral
mean for fuzzy set-valued maps.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let R” denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let s E 10, l] and let f : Rn + JR be a
function such that for all a E [0, 11 and for all 5, Y E IP the following inequality holds:
f((l - a)z  + “Y)  5  (1  - a)“f(x)  + aSf(y). (1)
These functions are called s-convex and have been introduced by Breckner [12], where also it
is possible to find examples of s-convex functions.
Let P(R”)  denote the set of all nonempty  subsets of R”. In [13], Breckner generalized the
notion of s-convexity for a set-valued mapping F : B” --+ P(lP). He says that F is s-convex if
the following relation is verified:
(1  - a)“F(z)  +  dF(y)  C  F((1  - a)z  + W), (2)
for all a E [0, l] and all 2, y E JR”. We denote by K(lR”)  the subset of P(lP)  whose elements are
compact nonempty  and by K,(Rm) the subset of K(RF) w hose elements are convex. We recall
that if A E K(IP), the support function a(A,  .) : R” -+ IR is defined as
It is important to remark that if A, B E K,(lP) then, as a direct consequence of the separation
Hahn-Banach theorem, we obtain a(A,  .) = u(B,  .) *  A = B.
Generalization (2.2) is based on the s-convexity of the function a(F(.),  $),  that is, F is s-convex
if and only if a(F(.),$) is s-convex for all li,  E JR”. The notion of s-convex set-valued mapping
was studied by several authors, including Trif [17].
Now, we will give the extensions of the above results to the fuzzy context. A fuzzy subset
of IP is a function u : R” --+ [0, 11.  Let F(R?)  denote the set of all nonempty fuzzy sets in R”.
A fuzzy set u is called convex [18] if
U(XY1  + (1 - X)$9) 2 min{u(yi),  u(yZ)},
for all yi, ys E supp(~)  = {Y/u(Y)  > 0) and X E ]O,l[.
We shall define addition and scalar multiplication on F(llP)  by the usual extension principle
(u  +  V)(Y)  = y 1  yn~~yz=ymin{2L(Y1),2r(Y2)}
I :
and
We can define an order C on F(R.“) by setting
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We define the intersection of two fuzzy sets u,v, denoted by u A V,  by
(u A v)(Y) = min{u(y),  h)>.
Let ZL E F(RWn).  For 0 < o! 5 1, we denote by [u]” = {y E lRn/u(y) 2 Q} the a-level  of u.
[u]” = supp(2~) = {y E En/u(y)  > 0} is called the support of u.
A fuzzy set u : Iw” -+ [0, l] is called a fuzzy compact set if [zL]” is compact for all Q: E [0, I]. If
z1  E .7=(Rn)  is convex, then [u]~ is convex for all a E [0, 11.
We denote by .?=c(R”) the space of all fuzzy compact convex sets. Given 21, Y E 3c(R”), it is
satisfied that
(a) u C w H [u]” C [w]“, V’a E [O,l];
(b) [XU]~  = X[u]“, t/X E R, t/a  E [O,l];
(c) [u + w]” = [u]” + [u]“, va E [O, 11.
Any application F : JR” -+ F(RY) will be called a fuzzy process. For each ct E [0, 11,  we define
the set-valued mapping F,  : IR”  -+ PQP)  by
Fey(x) = [F(~)l”.
For any 2~  E .?=~(lR”) the support function of u, S(u, (., .)) : [0, l] x R” + R, is defined as
S(u,  (a, $1)  = 0  ([4*,  $1
For the details about support functions, see [19].
A fuzzy process F : R” + .?=(lkY) is called convex if satisfies the following relation:
F((l - a)21 + an)(y)  2 sup min{F(d(yd, Fb4(~2)1,
Yl,Yz:(l--a)Yl+aYz=Y
(3)
for all 21,~~ E R”, a E IO, l[, and y E R”. This notion of convex fuzzy processes was recently
introduced in [lo].
Next, we introduce the definition of s-convex fuzzy processes. This definition is a generalization
of the notion of s-convexity of a set-valued mapping.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let s E 10, 11.  A fuzzy process F : IR” +  F(lP)  is called an s-convex fuzzy
process, if for all a E  10,  1[ and for all Z, y E  IR”  it satisfies the condition
(1 - a)“F(z)  +  aSF(y)  C  F((l - a)~ + ay).
REMARK 2.2. Usually one-convex fuzzy processes are simply called convex fuzzy processes
(see [ll]).
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let f : lR”  + IR be an s-convex function. Consider F : Iw” + F(R)  defined by
J’(z)  := xp(z),m[,
where XA denotes the characteristic function of A.
Since f is s-convex, we have that
KU - ah + UY),  4 2 u - U)“f(~>> 4 f b”f(Y), 4
for all  a E 10, l[ and LC,  y E IR”“.  Consequently,
F((l - ~1~1: + “Y) = x[f((p--a)z+ay),m[
2 X{(1-a)s[f(~),41 + x{~s[f(Y),4~
= (1 - 4sX[f(z),m[  + ~SX[f(YL4
= (1 - a)“F@)  +  u’F(y).
Thus, F is an s-convex fuzzy process.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present some properties of an s-convex fuzzy process and we give two
characterizations: the first is using the membership functions and the second is given using the
concept of support function of a fuzzy set.
THEOREM 3.1. LetF:W’ --+  3(lP)  be a fuzzy process. F is an s-convex fuzzy process if and
only if
Wax1  +  (1  - a)xz)(y)  2 SUP min{F(xd(yd, F(~2)(~2)1 (4
Yl,Y2:a”Yl+(l-a)sY2=Y
for ttll21,22  E R”,  a ~]0,1[,  and y E R”.
PROOF. Suppose that F is an s-convex fuzzy process. Let x1, z2  E RF,  a E ]O,l[,  and y E lR”
arbitrary. Then, from Definition 2.1, from the addition and scalar multiplication on 3(F),  we
have that
F(m  +  Cl-  abz)(y) 2 (a”F(xl)  + (I- a)“J’(zz)) ( Y )
= SUP min{a'F(xd(~l),  (1 - a)“F(z2)(~2))
Yl,Yz:Yl+Yz=Y
= SUP
Yl,Yz:Yl+Yz=Y
min(W-4 ($)~J'b) (&)}
= SUP min(F(xl)(yl),F(x2)(~2)}.
Yl,Y2:~8Yl+(l-~PY2=Y
Consequently, (4) is satisfied. Conversely, let us suppose that (4) is satisfied. Then, for all
a, 22 E  R”, a E IO,  l[,  and y E RF, we have
F(axl+  Cl-  a)zz)(y)  2 SUP min(F(xl)(yl),F(x2)(~2))
Yl,Yz:~~Yl+(l-~)5Yz=Y
= SUP
Yl>Yz:Yl+Yz=Y
min{F(d ($),J'(d (A)}
= (a"F(n)  + (I- a)“F(zz))  (Y),
which implies that F is s-convex.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F:E%” --)  3(W)  be a fuzzy process such that
(1)  F(XI  +  ~2) 2  F(xl)  + F(zz),  Vxl,x2 E B”;
(2) F(m)  = u”F(z),  ‘da > 0, ‘dx E  EP.
Then, F is an s-convex fuzzy process.
PROOF. Let x1,x2  E RF,  a E IO,  l[, and y E R” arbitrary. Then, from the addition and scalar
multiplication on 3(RWn), and from Conditions 1 and 2, we have that
F(m  + Cl-  u)xz)(y>
L (F(w)  + F((l - a)zz))(y)
= sup min{F(w)(yd,  F((l  - a)z2)(~2))
Yl>Yz:Yl+Yz=Y
= SUP min((~"F(xl))(u"~l),((1 - a)'F(d)((l - ~)"Yz)>
YI,Yz:asYl+(l-a)sYz=Y
= SUP min{F(xl)(yl),F(x2)(~2)).
Yl,Yz:a9Yl+(l-a)9Yz=Y
Consequently,
F(axl  + (1  - a)xz)(y)  2 SUP minIF(zl)(yl),F(xa)(~z)),
Yl,Yz:asYl+(l-a)sYz=Y
for all 21,x2  E R”,  a E ]O,l[,  and y E RF, i.e., F satisfies Condition (4) of Theorem 3.1.
Therefore, F is an s-convex fuzzy process.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. A fuzzy process F : IP -+ Fc(IR”) is s-convex if and only if F,  is s-convex
for all a E  [0, 11.
PROOF. It is a consequence of (a), (b), and (c).
THEOREM 3.4. Let F : IP +  Fc(JR”).  F is an s-convex fuzzy process if and only if S(F(.),
(a, $J))  is s-convex for all (a, $).
PROOF. Suppose that F is an s-convex fuzzy process. Let (a, $) E [0, l] x IF!?,  ~1,22  E R”, and
a E IO,  1[ be arbitrary. Then, from Proposition 3.3 and properties of the support function, we
have that
S(F(w  +  (1  - a)zz),  (Q,  ti)) =  @a(~  +  (1  - a)x2),  $1
2  c  (asFa(xl)  +  (1  - a)‘Fm(x2),  $)
=  us@“(n),  $1  +  (1  - a)‘4Fa(22),  4).
Consequently,
S(F(am  +  (1  - a)z2),  (a,  $1)  2  a”S(F(a),  (a,  ti)) +  Cl-  u)~W’(Z~),  (a,  $1).
Therefore, S(F(.),  (a, +)) is s-convex. To prove the converse, it is enough to show that
S(F(an  + (1 - a)zz),  (a, GJ))  2 S(a”F(zl)  + (1 - a)“F(xz),  (a, ti)) ,
for all (a, 4) E [0, l] X R”, which is a consequence of the properties of the support functions of
fuzzy sets.
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present some results on operations of s-convex fuzzy processes and study
the s-convexity of the fuzzy integral mean.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let Fl,  F2 : IR”  +  ~(Iw”)  be two fuzzy processes.
(1) The intersection of Fl  and F2,  denoted by Fl  fl F2 : Rm  + .F(EF),  is defined by
(FI n  a)(x)  = Fl(s)  A h(x).
(2) The addition of Fl  and Fz,  denoted by .F’l  + F2 : RF  + F(Rn),  is  defined by
VI+  pz)(x)  = Fl(z)  +  F&E).
(3) The multiplication by scalar X, denoted by XFl  : Iw”” + F(IF),  is defined by
(XF)(x)  =  X(W)).
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Fl,  F2 : JK” -+ .F(IR”)  be two s-convex fuzzy processes. Then, FI  n F2 is
an s-convex fuzzy process.
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PROOF. Let 51, x2 E R”, a E ]O,l[, and y E IR” arbitrary. Then,
((Fl  n Fz)(ax1  + (1 - u)x2))  (y)
= (Fl(W  + (1  - a)x2)  A Fz(ax1  + (1 - a)x2))  (y)
= min{Fl(axl  + (1  - ~)x~)(YY),F~(~x~  + (1  - a)~~)(~))
2 min
i
n”yl+(:U~)~yz=ymin(I(~l)(Yl),~l(Z2)(Y2)},
asylf(;~~)“y2=y  min {WZl)(Yl),  F2(~2)(YZ)}
I
2 a.e~+(SU~)~~~_ymin{min1Fl(X1)(Y1),F1(x2)(Y2)}  ,min(F2(x1)(y1),F2(x2)(y2)}}
= a~y,+c~~~,~,,=,mi~~~l(~l)(Yl)~~l(~2)(Y2),Ei(zl)(Yl),Fz(s2)(Y2)}
= a~yl+~~~~~~ga=ymin{minlF~(X~)(Yl)~Fz(x1)(y1)},mi~{Fl(x2)(~2),F2(x2)(~2)}}
= a’gl+(~~~)-.y~=ymin{(Fl(xl)  * F2(Xd)(Yl)> (Fl(X2) A F2(22))(Yz)}
= a’yl+~~~~)~ya=ymin{(Fl  ” W(Xl)(Yl)r  (Fl  n F2)(22)(Y2)}.
From Theorem 3.1 we obtain that F is an s-convex fuzzy process.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Fl,  F2 : II%” -+ 3(JP)  be two s-convex fuzzy processes and X > 0. Then,
Fl  +  XF2  is an s-convex fuzzy process.
PROOF. Let x1, x2 E IR” and a E 10, 1[ arbitrary. Then,
cFl  +  XF2)(m  -I- (I- a)x2)  = Fl(uzl  +  (I-  u)x2)  + XF2(urcl  + (1 _  a)x2)
2  (~“Fl(xl)  +  (1  - a)“Fl(m))  +  X  (u”F2(q)  +  (I - a)“F2(z2))
= (~“J’l(~d  + ~“xF2(x1))  + ((1 - u)‘Fl(x2)  +  (1  - a)“XF2(z2))
= u”(F~(xl)  + AF2(21))  + (1 - u)“(F~(~~)  + XF2(x2)),
which implies that
(Fl  +  W(ax1  +  (1  - u)x2)  2  ~“(FI  +  XF2)(x1)  + (1 - u)“(Fl  + XF2)(z2).
Therefore, Fl  +  XF2  is an s-convex fuzzy process.
REMARK 4.4. From the above proposition, we have that the family of the s-fuzzy convex pro-
cesses is a cone.
DEFINITION 4.5. Let F : [O,b] --) 3c(Rn)  be a fuzzy mapping and define F, : [0, b] -+ K(W)  by
F,(z)  = [F(z)]“, V’a E [0, 11.  Then F is called measurable if F,  is measurable for all Q:  E  [0, 11:
Also, F is called integrably bounded if F,  is an integrably bounded set-valued functions for every
a E [O, 11.
If F is a measurable fuzzy mapping, then F is called a f2lzzy random variable (f.r.v.),  see [20].
PROPOSITION 4.6. (See [20].)  If F : 10,  b] + 3c(R”) is an integrably bounded f.r.v., then there
exists a unique fuzzy set ‘u. E 3c(Rn) such that L,u = si F,  dt, t/a!  E  [0, 11.
DEFINITION 4.7. The element u E 3c(R”) obtained in Proposition 4.6 defines the integral of
the fuzzy random variable F, i.e., si F dt  = u u  L,u = si F,  dt, for every a!  E  [0, 11.
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PROPOSITION 4.8. If Fl,  Fz  : [O,b] ,--t  3c(IP)  are integrably bounded f.r.v.  and X  E  Iw,  then
.I
b
0
(hF~+F~)dt=h~b~~dt+~bF~dt.
For more details on properties of the integral for f.r.v.,  see [ZOj.
DEFINITION  4.9. (See [11].)  Let F : [0, b] -+ 3c(R”)  be an integrably bounded f.r.v. Then the
fuzzy mapping Mj7  : (0, b] -+ 3~(Iw”)  defined by
1  =Mp(x)  =  - .I’x  0 J’(t)  dt, VJZ  E  (0,  bl,
is called the fuzzy integral mean of F.
REMARK 4.10. Observe that taking t = 2s  in the previous definition, the a-level of MF  can be
written as [Mu]”  = &l  Fti(rcs)  ds, i.e., MF(z)  = so1  F(zs)  ds.
THEOREM 4.11. Let F : [O,b] +  3c(R”)  be an integrably bounded fr.v.  If F is s-convex, then
so is hff7.
PROOF. Let F be s-convex, x1,  x2  E  [0, b] and a E  10,  l[. Then, using Remark 4.10 and Proposi-
tion 3.3, we obtain
[hfF(axl  +  (1 - a)~~)]”  = l’F,(az~s  + (1  - a)xzs)  ds
>
J’
o1  (a’F,(x~s)  + (1 - a)“F(rczs))  ds
=  us i’ FLy(xls)  ds + (1 - u)~  i’ F(rc2s)  ds
= us [M’F(sl)]e + (1 - a)’  [MF(x2)ja,
for all a  E  [0, 11.  Thus, MF  is s-convex.
REMARK 4.12. In another work, we will give some applications of the s-convex process. We will
show the Hadamard and Jensen inequalities which are useful to obtain estimates of the solutions
for fuzzy differential inclusions, the fuzzy differential inclusions are very important to biology
modelling, see [21,22].
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